Publishers Available for Indie Twinning

Atlantic
Formed in 2000 and one of the founding members of the Independent Alliance, Atlantic strives to
publish some of the very best fiction and non-fiction written today. Some of our recent successes
include My Sister the Serial Killer, Call Me By Your Name, Crazy Rich Asians, Wild and Why We Get
the Wrong Politicians. We’re looking to partner up with an independent bookshop to build an
ongoing relationship of cross-promotion and solidarity, so if you’re interested, please email
marketing@atlantic-books.co.uk to introduce yourselves.

Belle Media
Belle Kids are very interested in working with a small number of Scottish bookshops. They’d propose
focusing on their The Adventures of Captain Bobo - picture book series aimed at ages 4-6. The
stories have a strong Scottish focus and are linked with the iconic Clyde paddle steamer Waverley. A
radio series starring John Sessions was broadcast last Autumn. The next book titled London is due to
be published on 1st July and takes the story outside Scotland. Gaelic versions of the series are also
being published this year with support from the Gaelic Books Council.
Belle Kids can offer :
Signed stock
Early release of London (due out 1st July 2021)
Gaelic editions
Added value through offers linked to branded Captain Bobo-themed greetings cards
Author visits - virtual or physical
Possible links with local schools - the authors have experience working with schools.
Supporting colour artwork - there are also colouring sheets and captains hats.
Social media support and Captain Bobo video content.
And they are also happy to offer similar arrangements for its Middle Grade conservation
series Tigeropoils.

Please email Rupert Harbour at harbourpubservices@gmail.com if you are interested in twinning
with Belle Media

Fitzcarraldo Editions
Fitzcarraldo Editions is an independent publisher specialising in contemporary fiction and long-form
essays. Founded in 2014, it focuses on ambitious, imaginative and innovative writing, both in
translation and in the English language. The series, designed by Ray O’Meara, are published as
paperback originals with French flaps, using a custom serif typeface (called Fitzcarraldo). Fitzcarraldo
Editions publishes, among other authors, 2015 and 2018 Nobel Prize in Literature laureates Svetlana
Alexievich and Olga Tokarczuk, Annie Ernaux, Fernanda Melchor, Claire-Louise Bennett, Adam MarsJones, Eula Biss and Joshua Cohen. We are perhaps best-known for publishing Olga Tokarczuk and
our distinctive blue and white covers.
w: www.fitzcarraldoeditions.com
t: @fitzcarraldoeds
i: @fitzcarraldoeditions
Please email Clare Bogen at clare@fitzcarraldoeditions.com if you are interested in twinning with
Fitzcarraldo Editions

